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THE SCHOTTKY PROBLEM ON PANTS

R. C. PENNER

(Communicated by Irwin Kra)

ABSTRACT. In this note, we consider the classical problem of Schottky of

characterizing the set of period matrices which arise from all possible conformai

structures on a fixed topological surface. Restricting to a planar surface with

Euler characteristic —1, we find that a real symmetric 3-by-3 matrix arises

as a period matrix if and only if the matrix has vanishing row sums, and

the diagonal entries are positive and satisfy all three possible strict triangle

inequalities. The technique of proof involves extremal and harmonic lengths

of curve classes.

In this short note, we describe a solution to the Schottky problem for "pairs of

pants" (i.e., connected planar surfaces with Euler characteristic -1). This work

grew out of an attempt several years ago to compute period matrices by decompos-

ing a conformai surface of negative Euler characteristic into pairs of pants, as is so

effective in the hyperbolic category. Such a program would require a (numerical)

conformai invariant of homotopy classes of curves in a pants decomposition and a

complete analysis of pairs of pants. This latter analysis is given herein. The results

of this note do not seem to follow directly from the substantial K-P machinery of

[AdC, Mu, Sa, SW, Sh]. Indeed, our techniques are pedestrian manipulations of

extremal and harmonic lengths.

It is a pleasure to thank the visitors to Institut Mittag-Leffler during 1983-1984,

especially Tapani Kuusalo and Allen Weitsman, for helpful discussion.

Let P denote the closed disc minus two interior open discs, or pair of pants, and

let di, i — 1,2,3, denote the components of dP. The Teichmüller space fT of P

(consisting of marked conformai structures on P) is a three (real)-dimensional ball.

Indeed, each marked conformai structure p (i.e., marked conformai class of finite-

area complete metric with geodesic boundary) is represented by a unique hyperbolic

(intrinsic Poincaré) metric p G p; these latter are in one-to-one correspondence with

R^_, via the map 9~ —► R+, p —► (h(p))\, where /¿(/i) is the /¿-length of <9¿ (see,

e.g., [Th, FLP]). In this note, we give a conformai analogue of this basic fact from

hyperbolic geometry.

If p e ¿T, let U(p) denote the collection of functions 0 < u < 1 harmonic on P

with respect to p, and define the harmonic length (see [LO]) of <9¿ for p to be

hi(p) — sup /   *du,
Jdi
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where the sup is over all u G U(p) and * denotes harmonic conjugate.  Our main

result is

THEOREM.   A triple (/i¿)i occurs as (hi(p))f for some p e!T if and only if

(*) h.Khj+hk,    for {i,j,k} = {1,2,3}.

Moreover, such an (fo¿)? uniquely determines p G ¿F.

To begin, we have

LEMMA 1. The strict triangle inequalities (*) are necessary for (/i¿)f to arise

as (hi(p))i for some p G !?~.

PROOF. Let wp denote the harmonic measure of d¿ for p, so that wp solves the

Dirichlet problem on P with boundary values wp = 1 on <9¿, wP = 0 on dP — di. Fix

p G !T, and set Wi = wp, i = 1,2,3. We concentrate on the inequality hi < h-¿ + /13,

the others being analogous. Since jdp * dwi = 0, we have hi < /12+/13 with equality

only if

/   *dwi= j   *dwi,        i = 2,3.
Jdi Ja,

Finally, * dwi + * dw2 + * dw^ = 0, whence

/    * dw2 =  / * dw3 = 0,

which is absurd.    G

To proceed, we define the conjugate extremal length (see [A2]) of <9¿ for p to be

A,(p)=sup7-1^\ „,
yF'        y [//-area of P]

where the sup is over all finite-area metrics p. representing p, and U(p) is the infimum

of /i-lengths of curves separating dt from dP — di.

LEMMA 2.   For peJ~, we have

hi(p) = /   *dwpi=\i(p).
Ja,

PROOF. Theorem 4.5 of [A2] guarantees the second equality (which we do not

need below), and we concentrate on the first in case i = 1. The proof follows that

of [LO, Theorem 2.1] and is included for completeness. Let wi = wp and suppose

v e U(p) so that wi * dv — v * dwi is a closed one-form on P. We find

f     j        Í j f      dwi j
j    *dv = I    v * dwi = — /     u—— ds

Ja, Jap Jap    on

f     dwi f dwi
= - I    v——ds+ v^—ds

Ja,    dn Jap-a,    dn

f
<  /    *dwi,

Ja,

since 0 < v < 1 and dwi/dn < 0 on dP — di.    D

To show the triangle inequalities (*) are sufficient, we must construct pe!T from

a putative triple (/i¿)?. It is convenient to uniformize p G ¡T as a "slit annulus" (see,
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e.g., [Al]), so p e &~ is described by parameters (R, r, 9), where (P, p) is conformai

to a flat annulus in C of inner boundary component {\z\ = 1} and outer boundary

component {\z\ = R} with a connected proper subset (the "slit") of {\z\ = r < R}

removed. The parameter 0 < 9 < 2n gives the angle from 0 G C subtended by the

slit. Such a uniformization is accomplished by considering the period matrix.

A(P) [a ijfj«j=l,3,3

of p G !T, where

ctij = ctij(p) = /   *dwj =  /   *dwt.
Ja, Ja,

Remark that hi = h¡(p) = alt(p) by Lemma 2.

A nice fact about the pair of pants is that the diagonal (hi)\ completely de-

termines the period matrix. Indeed, A is symmetric and each row-sum vanishes.

Solving a linear system then gives

hk — hx — hj
for {«,;,*} = {1,2,3}.

*) guarantee that off-diagonal entries of AIn particular, the triangle inequalities

are negative (as one would expect).

As in [Al, pp. 199 ff.], the radii R, r are easily computed from A. Indeed, if

we wish to map Ô3 to {\z\ = 1}, di to {\z\ = e*1} and d2 to the slit contained in

{|z| = e*2}, ii > ¿2, then we have

and find

where

6 = hih-2 — a

hi
Û12

h2
-C*12

2
12

Ql2

h2

2n

0

-C*12

hi
2?r

0

2tt

T
h2

-«12

ï(hia23 + h2aí3 + h3ai2) > 0.

Instead of trying to compute the slit parameter 9, we uniformize another way

mapping di to {\z\ = 1}, d2 to {z = eT}, and #3 to the slit. As above, one computes

t = 2irhz/6, and arithmetic gives

hi = -(2t2 tl+T) h2 = 2Ütu hs
2k

T.

and

6 = 47T2/(rti-(ti-t2)2).

Thus, the transformation between (/i¿)f and (£i,Í2,r) is bijective, and it remains

only to understand the sense in which (ti,t2,r) coordinatize 3~.

LEMMA 3. The marked conformai structure of a slit annulus with inner radius 1

is uniquely determined by: the outer radius R; the radius r of the slit; the conjugate

extremal length A of connected curves separating the slit from the outer boundary.

Moreover, a triple (R,r,X) arises if and only if

(**) logr + 271-A-1 > \ogR > logr > 0.
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PROOF. We claim that A is a monotone increasing function of angular slit size

6. To see this, consider another uniformization as a slit annulus where the slit and

inner boundary are interchanged, and let eT denote the new outer radius. Clearly

A = 27TT-1, and monotonicity of r (and hence A) follows from monotonicity of the

Grötsch map (see [LV, II§2]).

Now, the limiting cases occur as 9 —> 0 when A —+ 0 and as 9 —> 2w when

A —► 27r/log(/2r_1); a continuity argument finishes the proof.    D

We conclude the proof of the main theorem by identifying ti = log/?, t2 = logr,

r = 27tA_1, and checking that the inequalities (**) are equivalent to the triangle

inequalities (*).    D

COROLLARY. A 3-by-3 matrix A over R is the period matrix of a pair of pants

if and only if A is symmetric, has vanishing row-sums, and the diagonal entries are

positive and satisfy all possible strict triangle inequalities.    D
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